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Abstract

dt^ molecular formation rates in a plasma state of DT mixture by d and t ions are,
respectively, 63 and 77 times higher than the ones by electrons. High plasma oscillation
frequency in a high electron density plasma enhances the formation rate* in-''the,..high
temperature dt mixture. The DT muon catalyzed fusion has the ability to produce much higher" "* .
intensity 14 Mev neutron source (in order of 5 X lO'Vcn'/sec) than other means of stripping
and spallation approaches. Such neutrons can be used for testing of first wall material
candidates for magnetic fusion reactors, for Incinerating fission products (e.g., Cs'37) and
for creating high thermal flux neutron sources, on the order of 10"n/cm!/sec.

Muon Catalyzed Fusion in Plasma State

The dt/j molecular formation rate is
very important for obtaining a high number
of fusions per one muon. From the techni-
cal and economical points of view, a low
pressure dt mixture and a small inventory
of tritiun in a synthesizing vessel is
preferable. However, Che low density dt
mixture reduces the number of fusions per
imuon, and it IK not economical. Further-
more , the high temperature dt mixture
reduces the rate of formation of the dt/j
molecule. To alleviate such problems,
Menshikov™ studied the use of the plasma
state dt mixcure. In some plasma condi-
tions, the formation rate increases when
the mixture is at high temperature.

In this paper, we reformulated the dtp
molecular formation rate more rigorously
than Henshikov's formula and extended the
formula from a one component plasma to a
multi-component plasma.

By using a oVtalled balance formula,
the dtfi molecular formation rate is
expressed from the tureskup rate of dtm
molecule as'

The breakup rate due to the field
created by electrons is calculated as: i
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where Ne is the number density of electron •
and the interaction energy V is expressed
as the multiplication of the dipole moments
d and the electric field E due to the :
surrounding electrons. i
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The integration in the breakup rate Eq. (2)
can be expressed by the correlation func-
tion of the electric field. By manipula-
ting the formula, we can derive the breakup
rate formula as a function of the dynaaical
structure function of electron plain* as:

where i>"|e,,|(l+x) S(k,u) is the dynaaical
structure function for charged particle
density"p(r,t), which is expressed as:
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• This dynamical structure function has been
extensively studied by electron and neutron

; scattering, and is obtained from the iaagi-
* ' nary part of retarded two times Green func-

tion" as:

S<k,u) (7)

For a non-interacting free particle,
this function can be expressed as:

S(k,u) (8)

where H is the aass of the particle. This
expression is derived from quantum mecha-
nics, and not in the classical approxima-
tion, so that the integration by k In Eq.
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(5) can be done without having divergence I
as follows: I

exp

I - 4T-<H (9)

where K, is the modified Bessel function.
This expression indicates that the

electric field associated with the heavy
mass d and t ions has a larger contribution
to the formation rate than the electrons.
This Is probably due to the fact that the
d and t have slower velocity than the
electrons, so that the electric field from
ions take a much longer time to interact
with dipole moments forming dtm molecule
than the one from electrons.

In these arguments, we assumed that d
and t are in the ionized state. If d and
t are charged neutral atoms or molecules,
then the electric field at dtm molecule
formation region are very small due to the
dipole moments or the quadrupole moment,
and the effects of this contribution

| becomes very small.
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Fig. 1 shows the dtm molecule forma-I
tion breakup rate due to free charged:
electrons and deuterons, together with
Henshikov's calculation. The formula
obtained by Menshlkov is:

(10)

Our result for electrons is a factor
of 20 smaller than Henshikov's in the low
temperature region, and agrees with the

' Henshikov's result at high temperature
| regions. The contributions of the d and t

are, respectively, 63 and 77 tines larger
than the electrons if they are ionized.

When the electron and ion densities!
are high, the plasma frequency is also high,
and this affects the electric field cor-
relation function.

The dynanical structure function in
the electron plasna is expressed as the
imaginary part of the following Green's
function:

G(k,«)

(11)

, where V (k,u) and L*" (k,w) are, respec-
i tively, the polarization function of elec-
; tron and its exchange part, which becomes
I important for high density plasma.

', For non-degenerate electrons (i.e., a
\ low density plasma) the function L' (k,w)
i can be expressed as:

Le(k,w) ;

y
JTE

where
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I and the contribution of the exchange inter-I
action tern is neglected, due to its snail
value.

The dtp formation rate due to the
electric field created by electrons is
shown in the figure as function of tempera-
ture for several densities of electron.
This formation is not normalized. At the
low density of 1% of liquid hydrogen den-i
sity, the formation rate has a shape simi-
lar to that of the free gas. Increasing
the electron density shifts the formation
rate to a high temperature region, due to
the increase of plasma frequency with
increasing electron density. ,

Figure 1 shows that the dtp formation!
rate in the low electron density plasma is
not large compared to the one in the liquid:
hydrogen dt mixture, so that the number o f
fusions per one muon cannot be increased byj
low density electron plasma stata. How-
ever, in the high electron density plasma
the formation rate, which becomes small in
the high temperature region in non-ionized
dt mixture, can be enhanced.

In the case of free ions, the forma
cion rate becomes higher than in the case
of the free electrons, and is proportional
to the square root of mass ratio of Mi/m,
Thus in the free Ion state, we can Increase
the formation rate.

The formation rate in the two com-
ponent plasma of electrons and ions can be
obtained from Green's function of the two
component plasma.

G(k,w)
L*(k,u)+Li(k,w)-te(k,u)Li(k,u>)

1 - L*(k,«) -

4xN

lc:

(14)

(k.u)

We have neglected the contribution of
the exchange interaction term; L'(k,w) is
the polarization function of the d or t
ion, which can be obtained by replacing the
electron mass by ion mass In Eq. (12) N, is
the density of ions.
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Hiflh Intensity DT Fusion Neutron Source

So far muon-catalyzed fusion reac-
tors1'1 (MuCF) have been studied as alterna-
tive approaches to magnetic or inertial
fusion reactors for producing energy.
Because of the large energy costs of pro-
ducing muons(*'s>s' compared to the costs of
producing fusion energy, a hybrid-type
reactor producing the fissile material
using 14 Mev neutrons was proposed. Also,
reactor systems for increasing the number
of fusions per one muon have been studied.
However, researchers have overlooked the
attractive possibility of DT MuCF for
creating a high-intensity neutron source.

If we can make a high-intensity and
small radius muon beam, then the HuCF
reaction can provide a very high-intensity
neutron source, which cannot be achieved by
other means, such as fusion reactions,
spallation reactions, or by the deuteron
stripping.

At present, to test the first wall
material of a magnetic-confined fusion
reactor, the Fusion Material Irradiation
Test (FMIT) Is proposed. In this test
facility, the nominal 14 Mev neutrons are
created by stripping protons from a beaa of
35 Mev deuterons, which is injected Into a
liquid lithium target. The efficiency of
this approach is poor; only one percent or
so of the deuterons are converted to neu-
trons. Furthermore, the Intensity of
neutrons obtained by this method is of the
jorder of lCn/crnVsec'", so that this
approach requires a long Irradiation tine.
On the other hand, the DT MuCF reaction can
produce exactly 14 Mev neutron and alpha
particles with high Intensity. This reac-
tion is neutron rich and energy poor; thus,
it is much easier to remove heat from the
neutron creation zone than in the FMIT, the
nuclear reactor, and in the spallation
reaction approaches. The energy Input to
produce one p is estimated as 3-6lw) Gev,
uhil.-; the number of fusions per one /»'
read r.j 1751'' in the liquid hydrogen density
DT target experiment. The net energy input
of one 14 Mev neutron by auon catalyzed
fusion thus is 4.5 Gev / 175 • 28 Mev which
is 120 times smaller than the energy cost
of producing the pseudo 14 Mev neutron by
the FMIT approach 35 Mev / 0.01 (neutron)
= 3.5 Gev. Even when we take into account
the beaa loss during transport'**', focusing,
and tailoring of the pion and auon beans,
the MuCF can have ouch higher efficiency
than the FMIT.
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Figure 2 shows our conceptual design
for the DT MuCF neutron source reactor. If
a 4 Gev energy 25 mA current deuteron beaa
iis injected into a Be target, the *' bean
ithat comes out will have an average energy
jof 200 Mev, a naximuu energy of 700 Mev and
|an energy side spread'" of 90 Mev . Tra-
veling inside the solenoidal coil, which
has a magnetic field of a few Tesla, the «'
is converted to ii. The Laraor radius of
it' and ii with transverse energy of 200 Mev
at 10 Tesla"0' aagnetic field la of the
order of 14 cm, so that high magnetic
fields, e.g. 30 Tesla near the
region, can reduce the radius o
substantially. To aaintain a
rate per one p', a high density
target is required. At 1000 atn pressure
and rooa temperature, the atonic density of
the DT mixture is almost as high as that of
liquid hydrogen. A high-strength stainless
steel"" can be used as the synthesizer wall
material. When the auon penetrates the
synthesizer window, which is about 1 ca In
thickness for a snail radius (4 ca dia-
meter) 1000 itn pressure synthesizer, the
energy loss for a 17.8 aA (it la assumed
that 80% of the M' goe« through the syn-
thesizer window wall), 200 Mev ii bean in

hesizer
£ beaa
fusion

mixture
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the wall Is approximately 50 Kw. This heat
can be removed by the D,0 coolant surround-

i ing the window. When the Incident it energy

is lower than 10 Hev, soae it are stopped
inside the window and captured by the
window material, reducing the nunber of
fusions per produced /»". To stop the p'ln

i the DT target region, the high-energy /»'
, oust be slowed down by D20 or the extra DT
region shown in figure 2. The distribution

, of the fusion reaction is determined by the
distribution of stopped p~, which can be
: controlled by a Venetian-type shutter made
1 of high density material and by a sole-
: noidal coil outside the synthesizer.

Since each stopped it produces 175
fusions, the total number of fusions from
the 10 mA ii beam is 2 X 10", and the heat
production due to the 3.S Hev alpha par-
ticles is 4.2 HU. By circulating the DT
mixture to an outside heat exchanger, 10 HU
per litre heat production can be removed.
Choosing the volume of the heat-producing
DT region to be about 0.42 litre, the
length of fusion reaction zone becomes 34 j

The 14 Hev neutron flux at the surface I
of the reacting target region is then I

. 5*10"n/sec/cBr\ which is 110 times higher i
than the neutron flux corresponding to a!

: first wall neutron loading of 10 HU/H1. .
| Thus, the first wall material designed with!
I a 3-year lifetime could be tested in sp-i
:proxinately a week, using a HuCF neutron!
; source.
j Besides testing first wall materials,
I for fusion reactors, such a high intensity:
! 14 Hev neutron source can also be used for
! the incineration of C a m and as a high flux
|thermal neutron source. ,

Cs"7, created by fission reactors at!
; rate of 6% per fission reaction, has a 30-'
year half-life. To Incinerate this fission:
'product at a rate 10 times faster than the.
natural decay, 101Tn/cmYsec thermal neutron)
I flux 1* required.
I To create this kind of high-flux
thermal neutron flux in a nuclear reactor
is extremely difficult because of the
energy-rich fission reactions (200 Hev/one
fission). One fission produces 2.5 Hev
energy per neutron, and one neutron isi
consumed to maintain the criticality of:
fission reaction; thus, 200 Hev / 1.5 * 133

!St3rt t\"pinc text below this line

1 Mev (neutron useable for Incinerating CsOT)
| is produced as heat. This value is 38
times larger than the 3.5 Hev / neutron in
the fusion reaction. If we take into

i account the fact that the 2 or 3 neutrons
can be obtained for original 14 Hev neutron
by using a Be or Pb neutron multiplier, the

; energy advantage of a HuCF neutron source
! becoaes even greater.
] By surrounding the synthesizer vessel
; with C s m fisilon product we can use the 14
'• Hev neutrons to convert C s m to Cs13* or to
I C s m by (n,2n) and (n,3n) reactions. Cross-
I sections for these reactions are in the
• order of a barn, *o that the flux of 5*10"
; can convert the C s m at a rate 100 times
faster than the natural decay rate.

Alternatively, the 14 Hev neutrons can
be multiplied by Be or Fb and thermalized
by Dfi moderator to create a thermal neutron
flux in order of lCn/ca1 sec. These
neutrons can be used for incinerating C*m

and the other important fission product

Sr", which has 30-years half life, by (n,7>
reactions. The Sr" Isotope has (n,7)
cross-section of 1-1 barns and is much
easier to incinerate than Csw.

' Given present antinuclear sentiment,
it is not easy to build a new high-flux
beam reactor, however, thermal neutron
scattering could play a very vital role in

< revealing the structure of condensed matter
! (including the high-temperature supercon-
; ductor) and of biological material. A new
i high flux reactor with a 10"n/cm'/sec neu-
1 tron flux is under consideration by DOE.
| We have investigated the particle fuel
; reactor'18 for this purpose. i

In comparison with a nuclear reactor,
the HuCF reactor could be more suitable for

' making a high neutron flux, because of the
reasons discussed above. With a 20cm thick
Be or a 3cm thick Fb neutron multiplier,
the original source strength of 14 Hev
neutron? can be increased 2 to 3 times
(though the average neutron energy will be

, substantially less). Thermalizlng these
neutrons with D20 moderator, we can create

I a thermal neutron flux on the order of
10'7n/cm2/sec. This approach appears muchi
better than the spallation neutron which we
proposed before, because of smaller volune
of the reaction chamber and reduced heat in
the target. The heat produced per output
neutron in the spallatlon reaction is order
of 1 Gev/5O-2O Hev for a Pb target. A
disadvantage of these two approaches, com-
pared to the nuclear reactor, is the neces-
sity of needing electricity to accelerate;
the proton beam. j
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The key to achieving such * high-
i Intensity neucron source Is a nuon bean of
: snail radius or a well-tailored auon bean

with a soall energy spread. The plons
coning out of the Be target can be trans-

j ported by the magnetic field created by
j solenoid coil. In the case of a pulsed-
' node operation, a lithiun lens could focus
the bean. We can now nake magnets with 30
Tesla nagnetic field.<"> Using such field

{ strengths, and optinizing the transport of
j the pion and the muon in various magneticj
| configurations by Monte Carlo methods, it:
. should be possible to obtain an acceptably
| snail bean radius.

• It is desirable to make the phase
, space of the nuon bean snail by electron or
' stochastic cooling; however, this may be
difficult to accomplish. Another method is
to use slowing down material to reduce the
phase space. However, this method requires;
the reacceleracion of the nuons so thatj
they can pass through the synthesizer]

| window without being captured. If we can'
1 nake the radius of nuon bean snail, then,
i even if ic has a large spread of energy
spectrua, che distribution of stopped nuons
in the synthesizer region night be con-

, trolled by D,0 or additional DT mixture and
{by a Venetian-type shutter nade of high-:
( density material. j

| When the radius of beam becomes large,
• not only is th* Intensity of neutrons
coning out from synthesizer reduced, but
the thickness of the synthesizer wall
increases proportionally with the radius, j

j To avoid capture by the window material,I
j very fine tailoring of the nuon bean will
-j-be. ..required.

Finally, it should be nentioned that
1 HuCF can be used as a hybrid systen with
! the spallator for producing fissile
I material or tritium, since large numbers of
| high energy neutrons and protons are pro-
j ducad together with /»' fron a Be target.
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